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摘  要 
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The theory of “ the body of empathy ” comprises two cases: The feeling of the 
body and the physical appearance. The theory of “ feeling of the body ” is the body 
which varies with the weather. People perceive themselves and observe nature 
through the body’s changes；The theory of “ the physical appearance ” are the actions, 
attitudes, and behavior. 
This paper consists of three parts: introduction, body, and conclusion. The 
introduction part briefly introduces the research current situation, research purpose 
and research method of this topic. The body is divided into four chapters: 
The first chapter makes interpretation of the theory of ＂the body of empathy＂. 
By discussing the theoretical origin, content and significance, we can indicate that the 
body transference phenomenon exists generally in poetry, especially in the poetry of 
the Six Dynasties. In the Six Dynasties, the traditional body concept and the nature 
concept combine together, thus body participating in poets’ appreciation of the beauty. 
The second chapter of the body makes interpretation of the theory of ＂The 
feeling of the body＂. This chapter mainly through two major issues on the body 
feeling: feeling the object, and the way of inquiry. When body varies with the nature , 
this variation reflects the natural aesthetic consciousness, and forms the lyric tradition 
 of  cherishing  the spring ,desolating autumn, homesick and leaving in grief. 
The third chapter discusses the theory of the physical appearance. This chapter 
mainly explores the influence of a series of actions, a position of the body shown in 
surrounding environment and reacts to the poetry of the Six Dynasties. From the angle 
of body of individuality, we can conclude that the poets’ mentality twists and turns. 
Then we investigate the poets’ survival values and value judgments from individual to 
group, and the significance of Spiritual transcendence, thus drawing the poetry's orbit 
from the Six Dynasties to the Tang Dynasty. 
The fourth chapter discusses the significance of the view of body in the poetry of 















theory of "sense of material, human and nature". Summarize the theory of 
consciousness from the germination of the sense of the consciousness to nature. On 
the other hand, poets express their own emotion in the situation of the body 
transference, and rebuild themselves, develop the lyric tradition in Chinese poetry . 
Summary gives the conclusion of this paper. 
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绪  论 











自 20 世纪 80 年代以来，学者们对六朝诗歌“身体”角度的关注主要集中在
两个方面： 
    1、“感物”传统映照下的身体观  






    上述著作与论文对“感物”说的形成、发展和流变进行详细的分析和总结，
多从“物”的角度阐释诗歌的发展流变、自然观的展现，或从心的角度分析“感”
的创作心理状态。 
    2、抒情自我与身体、自然的互相阐释 

























    上述著作与论文沿着抒情传统一脉将中国古代传统自然观、身体观融汇一
体，侧重抒情自我的自觉。由此可见： 
    1、学界的研究主要集中在“感物”的心理状态及自然景物与社会现实的关
联，忽略“感”的方式中“身体”的位置。 
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